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Abstract

The rapid growth of Internet-scale applications built over commodity hard-

ware for cost-efficiency has created the challenge for IT architects to design

storage systems that are scalable and highly available. In addition, an in-

creasingly competitive scalable software market raises the need for rapid pro-

totyping of such systems. In this thesis we show a new approach for rapidly

improving the robustness of an existing scalable file system, by designing and

implementing a strongly-consistent replication primitive as a re-targetable

building block that we then retrofit with minimal engineering effort into the

scalable file system. Our replication primitive (ZKRL) extends a general-

purpose open-source coordination service (Apache Zookeeper) to maintain

consistent data replicas across read and append operations. By cleanly re-

placing the ad-hoc replication protocol of the Hadoop scalable file system

(HDFS) we achieve stronger overall data replication semantics. The result-

ing system thus becomes a candidate for a wider range of applications than

previously possible. This thesis further shows that this improvement need

not incur a performance penalty: Our results show that we can achieve per-

formance close to peak I/O (network or disk) capabilities when appending

to replicated logs over 1-Gb/s and 10-Gb/s networks.





Per�lhyh

H ìlo kai pio diadedomènh an�ptuxh efarmog¸n se kl�maka DiadiktÔou e-

ktelèsimwn p�nw apì ulikì genikoÔ skopoÔ, èqoun dhmiourg sei thn prìklhsh

stou arqitèktone logismikoÔ na sqedi�zoun sust mata apoj keush ta o-

po�a na ikanopoioÔn idiìthte klimakwsimìthta, diajesimìthta kai uyhl 

apìdosh. Epiprìsjeta, mia auxanìmenh kai oloèna pio antagwnistik  ago-

r� klimak¸simou logismikoÔ ege�rei thn an�gkh gia taqe�a an�ptuxh tètoiwn

susthm�twn. Se aut n thn ergas�a parousi�zoume mia nèa prosèggish gia

thn belt�wsh th axiopist�a kai th diajesimìthta enì up�rqonto klima-

k¸simou sust mato arqe�wn, h opo�a bas�zetai sthn sqed�ash enì pl rw

sunepoÔ, jemeli¸dou stoiqe�ou logismikoÔ (ZKRL), to opo�o mpore� na qrh-

simopoihje� san domik  mon�da enì eurÔterou sust mato logismikoÔ. H u-

lopo�hsh tou ZKRL epekte�nei mia uphres�a suntonismoÔ genikoÔ skopoÔ

(Apache Zookeeper) gia na krat�ei ant�grafa dedomènwn. En suneqe�a, qrh-

simopoioÔme to ZKRL gia na antikatast soume to prwtìkollo antigraf 

enì up�rqonto klimak¸simou sust mato arqe�wn, tou Hadoop File Sys-

tem (HDFS), dunam¸nonta me autìn ton trìpo thn axiopost�a twn dedomènwn.

To telikì sÔsthma diajètei pio isqurè idiìthte klimakwsimìthta kai dia-

jesimìthta k�nonta to kat�llhlo gia èna megalÔtero eÔro efarmog¸n se

sqèsh me to arqikì. H ergas�a aut  epiplèon de�qnei ìti aut  h belt�wsh

den mei¸nei thn apìdosh: Ta apotelèsmata th axiolìghsh tou sust mato

de�qnoun ìti mpore� na epitÔqei apìdosh kont� sto ìrio tou ulikoÔ Eisìdou-

/Exìdou (d�sko   d�ktuo) p�nw apì d�ktua taqÔthta 1 Gbps kai 10 Gbps.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Demands for scalability and performance in storage infrastructure are con-

tinuously increasing due to the growth of Internet-scale applications such as

e-mail, video streaming, web indexing and stream processing. Moreover, the

need for rapid design, prototyping, and deployment of these new Internet ap-

plications creates challenges for IT architects that have to design for a variety

of trade-offs regarding performance, system availability, and consistency. In

the past, an approach to overcome these constraints was the relaxing of data

consistency semantics. This was considered to be a reasonable price to pay

(especially if you control the applications) for reduced time-to-market, as

Google did in the design of GFS [25]. Another way to reduce development

time is to use component-driven software engineering in which reusable soft-

ware components can be synthesized to the desired specs. Decoupling the

application logic from the storage layer is one step towards this goal that

enables applications to match with their desired storage semantics. Systems

such as Boxwood [11] and DDS [17] were designed to offer a toolbox of storage

components that can be used to synthesize application-specific designs.

Another issue in the design and implementation of scalable storage sys-

tems is the use of commodity hardware for cost-efficiency. However, the

failures in this type of environment as mentioned from Google data center

reports [32] are high, so there is the need for high availability. For deal-

ing only with disk failures more lightweight approaches can be used such as

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

RAID but these solutions handle only disk failures and not network, node

or power failures. This leads us to a distributed systems solution, that is

implemented in software, which is typically achieved by maintaining copies

(or replicas) of data in failure-independent devices across network. Another

choice to be made is whether the software for high availability will be built

in user space or kernel space. Development in user space has the benefits of

portability and easier development and maintenance where the kernel space

decision may lead to better performance.

In this thesis we combine these two trends, reusable software components

for building scalable storage systems and data replication for high availabil-

ity, to design and implement a new software component we call ZKRL (for

Zookeeper Replicated logs). ZKRL is a storage service implementing a log

abstraction and API using strongly-consistent data replication. It inherits a

distributed consensus algorithm from a coordination service (Zookeeper [34])

designed for distributed synchronization and configuration management.

Zookeeper, in a nutshell, keeps an in-memory hash table structure per-

sistent and consistent among a set of servers. The changes we made to

transform this coordination service to a storage service are the following:

First, ZooKeeper is a memory-only fixed-size object store that must be ex-

tended to handle arbitrary-sized data that live on persistent storage. Second,

ZooKeeper’s failure-recovery algorithm must be modified to handle state syn-

chronization of the disk-based data across replicas. Third, since ZooKeeper

is geared towards small read-mostly transactions we must further optimize

it for large write-intensive transactions. This entails removing certain data

movement overheads in the data path, performing language run-time and op-

erating system specific tuning, and replacing the tree-communication pattern

that is the basis of its atomic broadcast protocol currently to a chain pattern

(each node receives from only one node and/or sends to only one other node).

While the latter is expected to reduce CPU overhead and wasted network

bandwidth, it requires modifications to the ZooKeeper protocol, which relies

on a FIFO channels assumption that is no longer directly supported by the

topology, to ensure correctness.

To exhibit ZKRL’s typical use as a software component towards synthe-
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sizing a larger software system, we embed (retrofit) ZKRL into a distributed

file system (the Hadoop File System or HDFS), replacing its standard repli-

cation primitive. HDFS [14] is a distributed file system that has received

significant interest by the scientific and business communities since its intro-

duction in the open-source world in 2007. HDFS is inspired by the Google

File System (GFS) [29] and shares its primary goals of being a scalable file

system for supporting the Map-Reduce [6] framework and related data repos-

itories [19] [9]. Meanwhile, HDFS has rapidly grown to become a de-facto

candidate for applications with disparate requirements such as continuous

stream processing [2], application checkpointing [10], machine learning [21],

and general-purpose Cloud computing [5], stretching it from its original de-

sign goals. HDFS offers weak-consistency guarantees that in many cases

can block application progress or produce incorrect results [25]. For exam-

ple, its relaxed-consistency replication mechanism can under many failure

scenarios violate single-copy serializability [27]. Given HDFS’s growing pop-

ularity across application domains there is a pressing need to strengthen

its data-access semantics. At the same time real-world software engineer-

ing considerations make it imperative that this improvement incurs minimal

change to HDFS’s codebase. Our system presented in this work addresses

both these needs. The benefit of the synthesis between ZKRL and HDFS is

the strengthening of the distributed file system’s data semantics with very

little integration complexity. The evaluation of the modified HDFS shows

that is nearly as efficient as the original HDFS in I/O-intensive benchmarks,

showing that one need not sacrifice performance for improved semantics. Our

investigation further shows that our system is practical and robust, and that

the fact that ZKRL is self-organizing can lead to simplified metadata-node

architecture. However, software designers should make the task of software

composition easier by using modularity and well-defined APIs into their dis-

tributed system designs.

1.1 Thesis contributions

The contributions of this thesis are summarized here:
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1. The design and development of a distributed replicated logging system

(ZKRL) that achieves high efficiency through aggressive optimizations

on commodity hardware.

2. By retrofitting ZKRL into the Hadoop File System we show that HDFS’s

replication semantics can be improved and its metadata architecture

simplified without sacrificing performance.

1.2 Thesis organization

The rest of this thesis is structured as follows: In Chapter 2 we present related

work, in Chapter 3 we present our ZKRL design and implementation and in

Chapter 4 our integration of ZKRL into HDFS. In Chapter 5 we describe our

evaluation and experimental results and finally in Chapter 6 we conclude.



Chapter 2

Background

Replication in storage systems has received significant interest from the re-

search community in the past. There are two main approaches for imple-

menting replication: the primary-backup and the state machine approach

[30]. In the primary-backup approach one server is designated as the pri-

mary and all the others as backups. If the primary fails, then a failover

occurs and one of the backups takes over. In the state machine approach

state service is replicated to all servers and the client requests are presented

in the same order to all non-faulty servers. Implementing a state machine

essentially requires achieving consensus between the servers, which is a fun-

damental problem in distributed systems that encapsulates the task of group

agreement in the presence of faults; the processes propose values and have

to agree on one among these values.

Two-phase commit [23] and Paxos [26] are two basic protocols that solve

the consensus problem. The two-phase commit protocol (2PC) is a dis-

tributed algorithm that coordinates all the processes that participate in a

distributed atomic transaction on whether to commit or abort (roll back) the

transaction. In a failure-free execution the protocol consists of two phases:

1. The commit-request phase (or voting phase), where the coordinator

process attempts to prepare all the transaction’s participating pro-

cesses.

2. The commit phase, in which, based on voting of the participant pro-

5
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cesses, the coordinator decides whether to commit only if all partici-

pants have voted "Yes" or in any other case abort the transaction, and

notifies the result to all the participants. The participants then follow

with the needed actions (commit or abort) with their local resources.

The main problem of the 2PC is that in the presence of coordinator failure

the protocol may block until the coordinator is repaired. This problem is

solved in Paxos [26] which is an asynchronous consensus algorithm. In Paxos

each node acts as proposer, acceptor and learner. Each proposer issues a

proposal (which in ordered by an non negative increasing number n) and

solicits acceptance from the acceptors. If acceptor has not seen a smaller

proposal it accepts it and promises not to accept future proposals lower

than n. When a majority of acceptors replies the proposer sends an accept

message to the learners. The learners accept the message unless they have

seen a greater n value. t If the majority of the learners acknowledge the

proposal, it is delivered to the application.

One instance of a replicated state machine [30] implementation using the

Paxos protocol is Chubby [4]. Chubby offers a centralized locking service

that decouples synchronization primitives from application code in order to

enable rapid deployment. The pros of implementing synchronization as a

service and not as a local library are the following: First, this approach can

support a wide range of applications, second, the locking service can scale up

to serve a big population of clients and, third, it can provide high availability.

Chubby is separated into cells, where each cell is consisted of a farm of servers

(typically 5) and is responsible for a portion of the entire namespace. Write

and read requests are all served by the same master server for each cell, which

is elected via the Paxos algorithm [31]. It exposes a simple file-system like

API supporting open/close, put/get and acquire lock operations.

Another general purpose coordination service which is inspired by Google’s

Chubby[4] is Zookeeper [34]. The main differences are that reads can be

served by any replica in the group and lock acquisition can be built on top of

Zookeeper client API; this is not part of the exposed API as Chubby. Finally

Zookeeper uses ZAB [15] as a reliable broadcast protocol whereas Chubby

uses an implementation of the Paxos algorithm. ZAB consists of two parts;
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the broadcast protocol which is executed by a leader and the leader election

protocol, which recovers from a leader failure. It guarantees sequential con-

sistency semantics. Sequential consistency guarantees that the real execution

looks to clients like some sequential execution in which the operations of ev-

ery client appear in the order they were submitted. It does not guarantee

that a read of one client returns the latest value written by another client. In

addition to the two phase commit protocol abort messages are omitted; fol-

lowers either acknowledge the message or abandon the leader. Through this

simplification, the leader can commit the message as soon as the majority

of the followers have acknowledged it. Also in addition to Paxos, there are

two key properties that ZAB assumes, which lead in simplifying its design.

First, ZAB assume TCP channels so message delivery is guaranteed in FIFO

order. Second, it ensures that there is only one message proposal for a given

proposal number simplifying its recovery.

In this thesis we use Zookeeper to design a storage service (ZKRL) for

keeping consistent logs among a set of servers. Another approach with the

same goals is Bookkeeper [20], a storage service designed for write-ahead

logging. Bookkeeper consists of a number of servers that store the log files

called Bookies. When each Bookie bootstraps it contacts a preconfigured

Zookeeper cell and creates a node with its IP address and port for receiving

new connections. Clients can choose the degree of replication for their log

file and contact the Zookeeper cell to find available Bookies. Then the client

chooses the quorum, n out of m Bookies, where n is the number of replicas

for the log and m is the number of servers. The replication mechanism used

in Bookkeeper is a primary-back up protocol, where the client acts as the

coordinator to the Boookies. This raises performance issues because the

client must send to each bookie the update request and becomes hot-spot in

write intensive workloads as the number of replicas increases.

One problem with the performance of 2PC protocols is the performance

bottleneck due to the increased load on the coordinator. One approach to

overcome this problem is Chain Replication (CR) [28], a replication protocol

for scalable, consistent and high performance storage services. It consists

of an overlay chain network topology, where write or update requests from
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clients are only served by the head (the first node) and are propagated to the

chain. On the other hand, read requests are served only by the tail. In this

way, it provides strong semantics and high performance as the load is evenly

distributed among storage servers. CR relies on an external directory service

for discovering current group membership whereas Zookeepers’ membership

mechanism imposes a static group known to all peers.

Another approach to solving performance hot-spot in a primary-backup

scheme is Mencius [18] which is designed especially for WAN networks. Men-

sius tackles the following performance problems that arise from Paxos relying

on a single leader for choosing request sequence: First single Leader CPU

becomes hot-spot. Second, Leader network link bounds the total system ca-

pacity do to the tree communication pattern with the followers, and third

latency is asymmetric; that is clients that are in the same site with the Leader

face lower latency than others in different sites over wide area networks. It

solves these problems by proposing a replicated machine protocol optimized

for wide area networks with asymmetric links by distributing the leadership

among protocol rounds.

Zookeeper’s recovery mechanism is based on the record of messages in

disk media. On the other hand, systems like Harp follow another approach

to achieve replication consistency and performance by using special modules

of hardware. In more details, Harp [8] is a fault tolerant file system over NFS

that introduces two main mechanisms to support integrity and availability.

Uninterruptible power supply supports non blocking writes and availability

is supported by a primary back up replication. Harp consists of three main

entities a primary server, a secondary server and a server holding a witness

where each of them is connected in separate UPS. With the UPS mechanism

the primary server can reply to a write operation as long as the write is in the

main memory of the primary and the secondary. The witness server takes

action on a node failure; the server that can contact the witness becomes

the new primary ensuring the consistency of the data in the presence of both

site failures and network partitions. Nevertheless, commodity hardware is a

preferable solution in large scale systems due to its cost efficiency.

The idea of modular design for storage services [17] has inspired the de-
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sign of Boxwood [11]. Boxwood is a system that offers a general purpose

storage service. Its design follows a layered approach. In the bottom level

a replicated block service is implemented and on top of it a chunk manger

module is responsible for the allocation/deallocation of blocks, exported by

a global block address space. The B-tree module uses the chunk manager to

store/retrieve data. Also it introduces the idea of the design of the synchro-

nization and failure detection mechanisms that are used by the system as

separate services. In ZKRL design the same modular design idea is applied.

In the current thesis we use ZKRL to replace HDFS [14] replication mech-

anism in order to enrich HDFS semantics. HDFS is a large scale file-system

such as Niobe [12] and Google File System (GFS) [29]. In particular HDFS is

inspired from GFS and is the storage subsystem of the Hadoop MapReduce

framework. Google File System is a storage system optimized for append op-

erations and streaming reads.. GFS is consisted of a single master and chunk

servers. Master is responsible for the entire filesystem namespace which is

flat. It keeps all the metadata in memory and a mapping from file name

to a list of block files; each block file is typically 64 MB. GFS can support

concurrent appends because in each block write operation one of the typi-

cally 3 servers is elected as master, thus serializing the order of the updates.

Read requests can be served from any chunk server. A GFS/HDFS client

does not participate in the replication algorithm; when it receives a failure

it is set to retry the operation until a successful outcome. GFS do not use

a distributed commitment protocol and thus failure of a participating node

may lead to an inconsistent replica group state that is visible to the client.

This state may persist beyond the duration of the failure: file replicas may

contain duplicates of data records, or be padded with zeros. Furthermore,

a change in the identity of the primary replica may provide a client with a

different end-of-file, leading to a skipped write at one or more replicas. Rapid

reconfiguration of replica groups would reduce the window of inconsistency

but it can take time as it involves the master (as the replica group is not

aware of each other), which may at times be overloaded.

The major difference between GFS and HDFS is that HDFS does not

support concurrent appends due to the client’s design principle to act as
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master in the replication protocol. Its recovery mechanism lies its correct-

ness on the ability of the client to calculate offset for write requests. With the

embedding of ZKRL into HDFS concurrent appends can be supported. Sim-

ilar to this work in the direction of strengthening HDFS semantics, IBM has

recently published source code for an implementation of the Hadoop filesys-

tem interface over the IBM General Parallel File System (GPFS) [22]. They

also considered evolving cluster file systems such as GPFS in the direction

of providing appropriate support for the type of applications that HDFS is

a good fit for [16]. These approaches are related to ours but are significantly

more complex and require investment to a commercial parallel file system

technology. GFS and HDFS are used as a the storage back end in the widely

used applications of BigTable [9] and HBase [19].



Chapter 3

ZKRL Design

3.1 Overview of Zookeeper

Zookeeper implements a hierarchical namespace of fixed-size objects (referred

to as znodes) accessed via a filesystem-like API. The Zookeeper namespace

is organized as a hash-table memory structure kept consistent across a set

of servers called Quorum Peers (QPs). The set of QPs is referred to as

a cell. A cell is organized as a single leader and number of followers as

shown in Figure 3.1. Each request (otherwise known as a proposal) towards

a znode corresponds to a transaction with a specific ID (referred to as a

zxid) eventually committed into a Commit Log. Consistency is achieved via

a simple atomic-broadcast protocol [15]. Znodes do not map to persistent

locations on disk. Instead, the entire namespace is periodically serialized

and snapshotted to disk. Zookeeper can thus recover znode state by loading

the most recent snapshot and running its commit log, up to the most recent

committed transaction. The total amount of data Zookeeper can store is

bounded by the physical memory of the least-provisioned node in the system.

The leader is connected to each follower through direct FIFO channels

(implemented as TCP streams) in a tree pattern. Each leader receives pro-

posals from clients, moves them out of sockets, forwards them to all followers

and then writes them to disk. Upon receiving a proposal, a follower writes it

to disk and then acknowledges with the leader. The leader commits a pro-

11
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Figure 3.1: Zookeeper replicated state machines.

posal and responds successfully to clients only after it has received ACKs from

a majority of followers. To avoid overload the leader uses an application-level

flow control protocol (i.e., stop receiving data from TCP sockets) to throttle

clients when the queue of outstanding (not yet committed) proposals exceeds

a configurable threshold. A group commit protocol comes into action to avoid

the cost of flushing dirty buffers to disk at each operation.

3.2 Persisted replicated logs

We have extended Zookeeper to produce a persistent replicated-log abstrac-

tion (ZKRL) that supports the following operations: create log, delete log,

append data to log, and read data from log. Create-log is implemented as

the creation of a parent znode whose name is the name of the log (e.g.,

/logs/log0 shown in Figure 3.1). Append-to-log is implemented as the cre-

ation of a child znode ((e.g., /logs/log0/b0 shown in Figure 3.1) using the

Zookeeper API SEQUENCE flag, which picks (in agreement across replicas)
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the next-in-sequence number and incorporates it in the znode’s name. This

essentially ensures that the appended data receives the same offset across all

replicas. Read-log is implemented as the reading of a child znode at a given

offset under a given parent. Delete-log is implemented as the removal of the

corresponding parent znode along with all its children.

Although one can construct such an abstraction over unmodified Zookeeper,

there are a number of practical limitations: First, Zookeeper does not support

disk-backed znodes. Second, Zookeeper focuses on optimizing performance

for small proposals (in the order of a few hundred bytes) and thus exhibits

performance bottlenecks when used with large messages. We address these

problems by extending Zookeeper as described below:

Disk storage for large znodes: We introduced an indirection mecha-

nism that enables storage of large znodes on a persistent structure on disk,

called the Data Log (Figure 3.2). To achieve this we store into the znode

memory structure a pointer to the corresponding Data Log location (an off-

set into a file). On every proposal that creates a large znode, ZKRL logs the

proposal content to the Data Log (prior to committing the transaction) and

set the znode pointer to the offset in the file. For consistency we require that

the data referred to by a zxid always be stable on disk before committing the

zxid transaction. Note that since it is the data payload and not the znode

itself that is stored on disk, ZKRL is still limited by physical memory on

the amount of metadata for the replicated logs. Optimizations such as those

described in Section 4.3.1 can reduce the amount of metadata, increasing the

amount of data that can be stored in ZKRL.

Write-path optimizations: Zookeeper was originally designed for small

(in the order of hundreds of bytes) proposals. It is thus not a surprise that

its serialization and de-serialization mechanisms and memory copying in the

data path introduce considerable CPU and memory overheads when used

in large-message settings. In addition, the Zookeeper implementation does

extended use of dynamic memory allocation from the Java heap, leading

to frequent Java garbage collections that occasionally freeze the application.

To address these issues we introduced copy-avoidance optimizations and used

static memory allocation (recycling pre-allocated data buffers) to reduce the
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overhead of the data path.

Figure 3.2: Transforming Zookeeper into a persistent chain-replicated log.

Chain overlay communication topology: The tree topology between

the leader and the followers used in Zookeeper (Figure 3.2 left) suffers from

two performance problems when used in a throughput-intensive setup: (a)

The leader CPU becomes a hotspot due to having to repeat the work of

sending each proposal to each follower; and (b) the effective bandwidth of

the leader’s output link is divided by the number of followers, putting an

upper bound to total system throughput. To overcome these problems we

use a chain topology (Figure 3.2 right) along the lines of Chain replication

[28]. To ensure that we preserve the correctness properties of Zookeeper

we ensure FIFO ordering between the messages seen by each follower even

though in reality we use multiple (chain as well as direct) paths between

leader and followers.

State synchronization for disk data: The Data Log complicates re-

covery in that ZKRL needs to synchronize disk as well as memory state.

We thus extended Zookeeper’s state synchronization mechanism to take into

account the Data Log differences between the system state and recovering

replicas.
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3.3 Protocol operation

The most important departure of ZKRL from Zookeeper is the use of different

communication channels and modes between leader and followers (Figure 3.2

right): (a) broadcast from leader to all followers over a chain; (b) direct

communication between followers and the leader over separate connections;

(c) and unicast from leader to a specific follower over the chain. In what

follows we will describe operation in the absence of failures and then during

recovery from failures.

3.3.1 Failure-free Operation

The leader is responsible for deciding the configuration of the chain based

on its view of the membership (IP addresses and IDs of all followers in the

current quorum), which it maintains as soft state. Clients communicate their

proposals to the leader, who forwards them to the first QP down the chain via

a PREPARE message (Figure 3.3). The message contains the proposal itself

as well as the configuration of the chain, namely the IDs and sequence of QPs

in the chain. Every QP (including the leader) ensures that the proposal is in-

order (looking at the zxid), logs it to storage, updates the routing information

on the PREPARE message, and forwards it to the next QP down the chain.

When a QP is certain that a write has reached stable storage it sends an

ACK for it to the leader through their direct connection. When the leader

receives a majority of ACKs it commits the proposal by injecting a COMMIT

message in the chain.

3.3.2 Failure Recovery

The leader periodically sends PING messages to all followers and assumes

a follower is down if it receives no answer within a timeout period. It then

removes the follower from its membership set and releases all resources main-

tained for it. Similarly, if a follower detects that the leader is down it restarts

itself and initiates a new leader-election round [15]. Failure of any QP in the

chain may results in loss of messages (all in-transit messages that it had in
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memory), impacting QPs downstream in the chain which will receive subse-

quent messages out-of-order.

When a QP detects an out-of-order condition (comparing subsequent mes-

sage zxids) it will restart itself, learn the leader (if there is one or try to elect

one if not), and re-synchronize with it. Re-synchronization starts by sending

the leader a FOLLOWER_INFO message (Figure 3.4) conveying the last

zxid that the follower has seen as well as its ID. In response, the leader locks

the queue that it enqueues the messages for the chain (FFQ) and sends the

follower a NEW_LEADER message containing the last zxid that the leader

has seen and FollowerEpoch, a monotonically increasing value (soft state)

indicating the incarnation of this follower during the same leadership. A QP

will reject messages (regular or synchronization) that belong to a past epoch.

In response to the NEW_LEADER message, the follower sends the leader an

ACK message to indicate that it is now ready to receive state. This is needed

to convince the leader that the follower is ready to receive synchronization

messages out-of-band over the chain.

The actual leader-follower exchange during state synchronization depends

on the amount of state that needs to be transferred. The leader decides

this based on the relation of the follower’s zxid to the window of recent

transactions [zxid_min, zxid_max]:

1. If the follower zxid is less than the leader’s zxid_min, the leader serial-

izes its in-memory hash table structure in a SNAPSHOT message and

sends it to the follower over the chain. The follower de-serializes the

SNAPSHOT message and installs a consistent hash table in its mem-

ory. This snapshot may include pointers to on-disk data that do not

yet exist in the follower’s storage. This is because of znodes with zxid

greater than the latest zxid that the follower has seen. To transfer those

files to the follower we use a special RESTORE message (an extension

to the Zookeeper protocol). After sending SNAPSHOT, the leader it-

erates over the hash table structure and finds all znodes whose zxid is

greater than the follower’s latest zxid. It then sorts those znodes in in-

creasing zxid order, prepares RESTORE messages with a pointer (file,
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Figure 3.3: Failure-free operation. Solid lines indicate broadcast commu-

nication over the chain; dashed lines indicate communication over the direct

leader-follower connections.

offset, size) to the on-disk data as well as the actual data, and sends

them over the chain. Afterwards it sends possible outstanding pro-

posals and commits via PROPOSALTO and COMMITTO messages.

These may have appeared in the time gap between the arrival of the

FOLLOWER_INFO message and the locking of the FFQ.

2. If the follower’s last zxid is within [zxidmin, zxidmax] then we consider

that the follower has not lost much state and can be synchronized by

just replaying the specific set of missing proposals. The leader sends

the follower a DIFF message and then all proposals that the follower

missed via unicast PROPOSALTO and COMMITTO messages. These

messages (also extensions to the Zookeeper protocol) are functionally

equivalent to PROPOSAL and COMMIT with the difference that they
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Figure 3.4: Protocol operation during recovery. Solid lines indicate

unicast communication over the chain, dashed lines indicate commu-

nication over the direct leader-follower connections. In bold are our

extensions to the original Zookeeper protocol.

are sent over the chain to a single recipient. Just as in the previous

case the leader includes data from (file, offset, size) into the DataBlock

field.

3. If the follower’s last zxid is greater than zxidmax (i.e., the follower has

seen more proposals than the leader) the leader sends a TRUNCATE

message to the follower, who truncates its logs to the leader’s zxid.

Finally, the leader sends an UPTODATE message to the follower to in-

dicate that it can resume processing. The possibility of chain failures before

a QP is fully synchronized are complicating recovery and their handling is

discussed in Section 3.4.5.
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3.4 Implementation

This section focuses on implementation details. We begin by describing the

format of protocol messages exchanged between QPs, then provide a close

look at our data path implementation and optimizations, and finally describe

our failure handling in detail.

Figure 3.5: Quorum Packet. Our extensions to Zookeeper are shown in

bold.

3.4.1 Quorum packet structure

The QuorumPacket (Figure 3.5) is the format of messages exchanged be-

tween leader and followers. The basic fields of QuorumPacket include the

type (as described in Section 3.3); the proposal zxid; the data to fill-in the

in-memory structure (order of bytes); the chain configuration (Routing-

Payload, a ZKRL extension); and the data chunk to be written to storage

(DataBlock, a ZKRL extension). The structure of RoutingPayload depends

on whether it refers to a broadcast or a unicast message. For broadcast mes-

sages it consists of: Hops, an integer decreased by one at every QP that

forwards the message (the message is no longer forwarded when hops reaches

zero); IP_addr[i], the IP address of the next QP, where i is the current QP;

and FollowerEpoch[i], indicating the FollowerEpoch for the QP at hop i.

For unicast messages, RoutingPayload consists of: Destination Follower
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IP, the IP address of the recipient (the message is no longer forwarded once

it reaches its intended recipient, independent of the Hops field); Destina-

tion Follower Epoch, the FollowerEpoch of the intended recipient; Hops,

the distance to the intended recipient; IP addr, the IP address of the next

QP to route the message to.

3.4.2 ZKRL Data Path

QPs in a ZKRL cell are interconnected via TCP channels between the leader

and each follower and also over a chain formed via QP-to-QP connections, as

shown in Figure 3.6. TCP connections between QPs in the chain are persis-

tent across proposals. After a failure, the failed node is bypassed by estab-

lishing a new TCP connection with the next QP. ZKRL extends Zookeeper’s

znode structure with a data field, which points to a persistent location within

a Data Log. The data field contains the Data Log filename, an offset into it,

and the data size.

ZKRL inherits a staged event-driven architecture (Figure 3.6) from Zookeeper.

Each QP is structured as a sequence of Request Processors that operate in a

pipelined fashion. Each RP is associated with a thread that performs opera-

tions on its input passing over the result to the next RP via a shared FIFO

queue. The requests are passed by reference through the queues.

Figure 3.6: ZKRL data paths
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The lifecycle of a proposal (consider a log-append as an example) com-

prises the following steps: The client sends a request to the leader by invok-

ing the CreateTxn API. A thread (NIOServerCnxn) allocates a new buffer in

which it copies the proposal’s data payload. The leader may decide to throt-

tle clients if it is running low on the number of available pre-allocated buffers.

The leader queues the request into the FIFO queue of the PrepRequestPro-

cessor stage. The PrepareRequestProcessor encapsulates the client request

into a Quorum Packet and queues it into the queue of ProposalRP which

run in the same context. ProposalRP will broadcast or unicast the quorum

packet over the chain using another thread (FFQSender). Prior to sending

the packet, ProposalRP marks RoutingPayload with the IPs and Epochs of

the QPs in the chain. FFQSender parses RoutingPayload, decreases Hops

by one and tries to send the message to the next peer. The proposal is then

passed to SyncRP, which appends it to the Commit and Data Logs. Fol-

lowing the writing of the Data Block to the file system, SyncRP inserts the

associated pointer (filename, offset and size) to the in-memory hash table.

SyncRP periodically flushes written proposals to the disk using group com-

mits. SyncRP passes the proposal on to CommitRP, which is responsible

for counting ACK messages sent by QPs for this proposal. QPs may ACK a

proposal only after they ensure that it has been successfully flushed to disk.

When the leader receives a majority of ACKs it sends a COMMIT message

to all QPs over the chain and the proposal is applied on the receiving of the

COMMIT message. When a proposal is committed, the FinalRP stage sends

a reply back to the client.

Followers have a simple structure in which a FFQRouter thread performs

equivalent tasks to the leader’s FFQSender. FFQRouter is spawned when the

follower receives a NEW_LEADER message and is responsible for listening

for new incoming TCP connections and for propagating messages in the

chain. It passes its output to the FFQConsumer thread, which decides if

this message should be consumed or not. If it is a UNICAST message it

checks the IP and FollowerEpoch fields. If they both match its own, it

consumes the message, otherwise it forwards it. If it is a BROADCAST

message the FFQConsumer checks the FollowerEpoch field. If the message
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is from a previous epoch (i.e., stale), it rejects it, otherwise it consumes it.

If the message is a PROPOSAL or PROPOSALTO message it appends the

DataBlock to the Data Log and the metadata in the Commit Log and then

sends an ACK message to the leader through the direct connection. If the

message belongs to any other category it appends it to the commit log and

performs the appropriate proposal-specific action to it.

Upon receiving a RESTORE message the follower QP attempts to locally

open the file indicated by RESTORE and creates it if it does not exist. It

then seeks into offset and writes into it the data from RESTORE’s DataBlock

field. If a follower needs to restart before the process is complete, it will

disregard all stale RESTORE messages in its next incarnation by means of

the FollowerEpoch field. Finally, a FollowerHandler thread (an instance of

which is spawned by the leader for each direct connection) is responsible for

handling the messages corresponding to the dashed lines in Figure 3.4, except

ACK which is handled by CommitRP. FollowerHandler is also responsible for

the follower QP bootstrap and state synchronization protocols.

3.4.3 Optimizations

We have introduced a number of language (Java), runtime, and operating

system specific optimizations to the base Zookeeper code to enable a high-

throughput write-intensive replicated log system. One such optimization is

the pre-allocation and subsequent management of a pool of large direct mem-

ory buffers [1] to avoid data movement costs in the JVM as well as frequent

heavy-duty garbage collector invocations that significantly impact perfor-

mance [17]. Each time the application needs a buffer for Quorum Packet’s

DataBlock field it tries to use one of the pre-allocated buffers. If none are

available, it waits until a buffer becomes available and throttles clients by

stopping to receive data from TCP sockets. This throttling mechanism dif-

fers from (but is equivalent to) Zookeeper’s original mechanism based on a

threshold to the number of outstanding (not yet issued plus not yet commit-

ted) operations.

Another optimization focuses on reducing data movement costs (such as
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unnecessary memory copies), which result into wasted CPU and memory

bandwidth and thus decreased system throughput. Our methodology was to

replace the tree communication structure by a chain and all memory copies

between Request Processors (Figure 3.6) by exchanges of buffer references.

With these modifications data are undergoing a minimal number of copies

(3) in the application space: One copy from the TCP socket buffer into an

application buffer, another one into the output TCP socket, and a third copy

into the filesystem buffer cache. After that, the buffer can be returned to the

pool if allocated for it (e.g., if it was a large buffer) or left to be reclaimed

by the garbage collector. Further reducing data movement costs in the I/O

path requires specific system support [13][7] that is not widely available in

commodity environments.

Writes to the data log take use the group-commit mechanism that Zookeeper

applies to the commit log. To achieve high I/O throughput the system needs

to ensure efficient operation all the way to the disks. In other words, in

a heavily write-intensive setup the filesystem buffer-cache should be con-

tinuously writing to disks to avoid stalling for too long at the periodic sync

operation. The standard operating system setup (in Linux and other general-

purpose operating systems) is to delay writes. We thus had to change

the standard behavior by tuning the pdflush thread (responsible for de-

staging data from the buffer cache to disk) to be invoked whenever there

is anything in the buffer cache to be written (by appropriate tuning of the

dirty_background_ratio kernel parameter). Note that this optimization re-

quires platform-specific knowledge and is thus testimony to the fact that de-

spite improved support [1] it is not always possible to achieve fully platform-

independent systems software [17] [24] in Java alone. Besides choosing an

aggressive cache-to-disk de-stage policy we also decouple write and sync op-

erations to separate threads of control. In the initial version a SyncRP thread

(Section 3.4.2) groups write-requests and flushes them to disk if they reach

a threshold of 500 or if it is otherwise idle. Our optimization was motivated

by the first observation that serializing write() and sync() operations within

SyncRP interrupts the write pipeline when waiting for completion of sync()

and thus reducing overall disk throughput. The second observation is that in
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a ZKRL Quorum of size greater than one the followers and especially the last

follower in the chain which has the lowest CPU load among the team issue

more frequent sync operations than the leader due to the sync algorithm of

Zookeeper as described above. In our approach the SyncRP thread writes

proposals to disk whereas a newly introduced FlushRP thread issues sync()

calls on groups of proposals or when a control message explicitly forces a

sync() In this approach the whole quorum issue sync operations to almost

the same number of proposals.We use the latter technique to ensure rapid

commitment of latency-sensitive operations.

Writes to the Data Log must take place before the corresponding writes

to the Commit Log. To ensure that the actual writes to disk preserve the

order of the issued write() operations is a challenging task in an environment

where the application does not control when the file system’s buffer cache is

de-staged to disk. Thus to ensure ordering we treat writes differently between

the two logs: in writing to the Data Log we invokes the write() call. However,

in writing to the Commit Log we defer the actual write() and instead store

the corresponding data into an application buffer. When flushing to disk,

we first sync() the Data Log and afterwards write() and sync() the Commit

Log.

There are two policies that we can use for the Data Log: Implementing it

as a single file (along the lines of pure log-structured designs) or as a set of

files (file per proposal or file per group of proposals). We have experimentally

tested that the former approach is nearly always superior to the latter and

therefore use it as the default layout. We also believe an extent-based file

system such as xfs is a good match for the type of workload produced by

ZKRL.

Finally we had to increase the TCP window size from its default value

in Linux kernel and increase the socket buffers. Before this optimization we

noticed not optimal performance due to TCP flow control.
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3.4.4 ZKRL Read Path

The read path of ZKRL evolves these steps. The client that wants to read

a file A at offset C can calculate the name of the znode that contains the

pointer to the data without issuing a get children operation which is expensive

especially for big logs because it must fetch the names of all the children of

a znode. By diving C with B (proposal size) and keeping the integral part of

the division, say znode_id it can construct the name of the znode by doing

a concatenation of A|znode_id.

If we don’t keep a znode for each proposal, due to memory space op-

timization, we can keep a znode for a log after it is closed as described in

details in 4.3.1, then we must expand the Zookeeper client api to serve read

requests. We could introduce an operation read(file, offset) where the zk-

Server lookups it’s internal tree structure to locate the corresponding znode.

For each znode we keep it’s total size in disk so the zkServer can decide if

the client offset is valid inside the file.

3.4.5 Failure scenarios

We consider two cases: leader failure and follower failure. All nodes are able

to detect a leader failure (via PINGs) and kick system re-configuration via

electing a new leader and synchronizing global state. A follower failure will be

detected by the leader (also via PINGs) and by the follower that is upstream

in the chain, since the FFQSender or FFQRouter will fail to forward messages

downstream. In such cases the sending node will repeatedly try to send until

timing out. Subsequently, it will decrement the Hops field and forward the

message to the next node in the chain, bypassing the failed node. If that node

also seems to be down, the sending node will repeat the procedure (that is,

try the following node down the chain) until the Hops value reaches zero.

When the leader detects a failed follower it removes its IP from the routing

vector (RoutingPayload), taking out the node from the chain topology.

It may be that messages carrying the old chain configuration are still in

the chain after the leader has decided to reconfigure it. This is not a problem

since the node that is upstream of the failed knows how to bypass the failed
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one. If the failed node restarts, it will be assigned a new Follower Epoch

by the leader and thus will reject proposals from a previous epoch. Another

issue is with the proposal messages that the failed node was processing and

thus took down with it. Followers that are downstream from the failed node

in the chain may receive a zxid x without having seen a proposal with zxid y

for x > y. Once a node detects violation of the FIFO condition it restarts so

as to re-synchronize with the leader. Finally, a related failure case is when

a follower receives proposals prior to completing state synchronization (i.e.,

before receiving an UPTODATE message). In this case synchronization mes-

sages must have been lost and the follower should restart to re-synchronize.

The follower takes a snapshot when it receives an UPTODATE message.

Every a time a QP loads the ZK tree from its snapshot and replays its commit

log, it calculates the total size of each log kept on disk. It then compares

with the actual file size and if necessary truncates the logs to the size pointed

by the ZK-tree.



Chapter 4

Integration of ZKRL with HDFS

4.1 Overview of HDFS

HDFS nodes can be either a namenode or a datanode. A namenode is re-

sponsible for maintaining the file system namespace, the file-to-block map-

ping, and the location of replicas. Datanodes store replicas of blocks as local

UNIX files. To access a file, a client contacts the namenode to get a file han-

dle and information about the names and locations of block replicas. The

default block size is 64MB. Each block consists of 1024 64KB packets. HDFS

replicates blocks of a file using a configurable number of replicas. An HDFS

replica group for a new block is decided by the namenode and organized (e.g.,

connections setup between the datanodes) just prior to the client accessing

it.

The standard HDFS replication mechanism works as follows for a write:

Once the client has the list of block replicas it contacts the first datanode in

the list, which contacts the second node in a pipelined fashion all the way to

the last node. After the chain is set up, every packet written to the block

is mirrored across all participating datanodes. Reads are satisfied from any

(usually the nearest to the client) replica.

Each datanode dedicates a thread (the receiver) to handle incoming pack-

ets and another thread (the responder) to send acknowledgments to the

sender of each packet (a datanode or the client). The receiver’s actions

27
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for each packet are as follows: it reads the packet from the network into a

memory buffer, places an ack for it in the responder’s input queue, forwards

the packet down to the next datanode in the pipeline, computes a CRC on

the packet, writes the CRC to the CRC file and appends the packet data to

the block file on disk,. The receiver executes these actions in a loop for all

packets of a block. The responder’s actions are as follows: once an ack from

a downstream node is received, it forwards the ack to its upstream node in

the pipeline. As a result, when the client receives an ack for the nth packet

it is certain that the packet lies on the application buffers of all datanodes.

HDFS’s replication consistency model works as follows: If a datanode

crashes before the block is closed the error will be propagated back to the

client and the pipeline between the datanodes and the client will close. The

client will contact the namenode to start block recovery and the namenode

will increase the version of the block and send it back to the client. The

client keeps two queues, one with packets that have not been propagated to

the replica group, and another with packets that have started propagating

but not yet acked. The client will contact the replica group using the new

block version retransmitting packets in the unacked queue. Each packet

has an associated offset calculated by the client. This is to ensure that

retransmission of packets that may already have been written does not cause

duplicate writes (in other words writes are idempotent). This is however a

reason why HDFS in its current form cannot support concurrent writers as

for example GFS [29] does. It guarantees exclusive write-access to a file by

not issuing a new write lease until either the file is closed or the previous

lease has expired and its owner has not renewed it.

However readers are allowed to read the last block of a file and thus may

see different results temporarily in case of a datanode failure if HDFS is in

the middle of its recovery process. If the client and/or a datanode crash, the

inconsistency may last much longer because a new writer will have to wait

until the lease of the previous writer expires. Following expiration of the

write lease the namenode will wait for a fixed amount of time and will then

close the file so it could be available for future read/write operations. Each

datanode will report to the namenode the size of the last (not yet closed)
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block that they have on disk. The namenode will pick the minimum among

the reported sizes and ask datanodes to truncate their copies to that size

and increase their version of the block. A recovered client will discover the

current end-of-last-block by contacting the namenode and will start writing

from that point on. The last block of a file is not guaranteed to be consistent

across replicas until closed (i.e., all replicas have received the entire block).

4.2 Benefits of integration

Integrating ZKRL into HDFS as an alternative replication mechanism pro-

vides more intuitive semantics at reduced complexity. Another structural

benefit to HDFS from this integration is the offloading of replica management

from the namenode. Activities such as replica leader election, synchroniza-

tion, and organization can be taken care of by each ZKRL cell itself and need

not be performed by the namenode, reducing its workload. This is especially

important in architectures with a single metadata node such as GFS and

HDFS. The metadata node need only be responsible for the allocation of file

blocks to ZKRL cells and the identity of the primary node in each cell (to

which each client should be talking for reading/writing blocks). Policies for

performance and high availability at the block level (such as placing repli-

cas in different racks, otherwise known as rack-aware placement) can now be

encapsulated into ZKRL. Finally, the ability of HDFS users to choose the

replication factor for a file can be extended to ZKRL by enabling different

quorum sizes for each cell.

4.3 Implementation

Our integration of ZKRL into HDFS has minimal impact on the HDFS de-

sign. The on-disk data structures as well as the read path remain unchanged,

in other words HDFS blocks are still created in the same on-disk locations

and with the same format as in the original HDFS, which is critical for inter-

operability with other HDFS functions (such as the block report daemon).
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The write path however now goes over ZKRL. We decided to map an HDFS

block on a ZKRL log. Each HDFS packet maps to a ZKRL PROPOSAL,

which expands the block’s size we have.

HDFS keeps CRCs for every block file. In our integration we disabled

HDFS CRCs in order to separate the performance impact of ZKRL to that

of the CRC mechanism, which is orthogonal to our design. In our implemen-

tation the HDFS client still computes CRCs and sends them to the datanode

but the datanode ignores them. We also slightly altered the DataBlockScan-

ner, a daemon that periodically scans a datanode’s disk and reports to the

namenode the blocks that are available in the datanode as well as if they are

corrupted by checking their CRCs. Our modification was to not compute

CRCs or report bad blocks to the namenode.

ZKRL is initiated during HDFS datanode bootstrap. The namenode

knows only the datanode that is the ZKRL leader and has no interaction

with ZKRL followers, which also interact only with the ZKRL leader. If the

datanode (ZKRL leader) fails, the new leader will boot the datanode code

and will contact the namenode reporting the block files that lie on its disk.

All the read and write requests are served only by the datanode. The client

sets the replication factor to one to prevent HDFS from creating a standard

replica group using its own mechanism.

On receiving a new client request the datanode parses the HDFS protocol

headers and creates the appropriate files in its configured directory exactly as

in the original HDFS with the only difference that CRCs are now disabled.

After parsing the HDFS Datanode does not write to disk directly (as in

the standard HDFS implementation) instead forming a ZKRL request using

as metadata the filename and the data payload and enqueueing it to the

ProposalRP queue bypassing the NIOServerCnxn thread. For allocating data

buffers we leverage the static pre-allocated buffer mechanism of ZKRL. If

there are no buffers left the thread is blocked until a buffer becomes available.

The number of the pre-allocated buffers set the threshold after which the

Datanode throttles client requests. ZKRL operates as described in Section

3.4.2 with the only difference that after committing a proposal, FinalRP frees

the buffer it has allocated for this request but does not respond directly to
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the client (since HDFS handles that).

Figure 4.1: HDFS - ZKRL integration.

Each ZKRL cell in HDFS stores blocks (64MB) that grow in packet-size

(64KB) appends. Each block consumes a (parent) znode and each packet

another (child) znode. Looking at the example in-memory zk-tree of Figure

4.2 we see the root of the ZK tree at height; a znode for every block in the cell

(assume N is the total number of blocks) at height 1; and a znode for each

packet appended to the block at height 2. Height-2 znodes contain (besides

the zxid of the proposal, which is common to all znodes), the offset inside the

file and the size of on-disk data for this proposal. Assuming block size B and

proposal size P bytes we have B/P children for every znode at height 1. For a

concrete calculation, assuming block size of 64MB and proposal size of 64KB

(1024 children for each node at height 1) each block requires about 140KB of

meta-data. This means that 200MB of physical memory can support about

182GB on disk. To improve this ratio we use the technique described in the

next section.
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4.3.1 Compressing the ZKRL znode tree

Our solution to the problem of compressing the size of metadata is to remove

height-2 znodes altogether after the finalization of a block in the datanodes,

summarizing and storing their information at parent znodes at height-1. Our

technique is based on the observation that every node at height 1 has neces-

sarily the smallest zxid between all its children at height 2. This is because

the node at height 1 was created first and children at height-2 are added in

future proposals. Also, the rightmost child has the largest zxid across all

siblings and their parent. Thus instead of creating a new znode at height 2

for every proposal that expands the block, we can keep the latest zxid of the

proposal that expanded the block and the current size of the block at height-1

as shown in the example of Figure 4.3.Through this mechanism about 182TB

of data on disk can be addressed via 200MB of physical memory at each cell,

which is considered adequate for most uses.

Figure 4.2: ZKRL metadata in HDFS.

This optimization requires small modifications to the replica synchro-

nization mechanism described in Section 3.3.2 and may result in increased

state-synchronization time in the worst case. To introduce these modifica-

tions by means of an example, suppose that a follower has seen proposals up

to zxid 6. The leader (after sending the snapshot to the follower) knows that

the follower has the entire first block (because 6 > 5). It also knows that the
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Figure 4.3: ZKRL tree compression in HDFS.

follower has not seen the entire second block (because 8 > 6). Suppose in this

example that the follower has missed proposal 8 only—however due to the

compression the leader does not know exactly which segments of the block

the follower is missing. The leader thus has no alternatives except for sending

the entire block. For the third block the leader holds 9 > 6 so it also sends

the entire block to the follower. The drawback of our compression method-

ology thus is to send more data to the follower during the resynchronization

phase than it is actually missing. Note that the read path is not affected

by this change since the default read path bypasses ZKRL altogether. The

worst case could happen when multiple clients are concurrently writing to

different blocks in a file, resulting in scattering consecutive zxids in different

branches at height 1 of the tree.

4.3.2 HDFS read path modifications

HDFS allows concurrent writer and readers. In order to fully inherit the

semantics of ZKRL in HDFS-ZKRL a minor change must be applied in HDFS

read path. Each datanode before issuing a read operation it must first look

up it’s zk tree to guarantee that the data to be read are commited by all

the followers. This must be done in order to exclude the scenario where a

proposal has been appended to disk but not commited yet. Datanodes in

hdfs keep an in memory hash table structure of the blocks that are kept

in this datanode. In hdfs-zkrl integration this structure could be replaced
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entirely by the zk tree.



Chapter 5

Evaluation

We run our experiments in two sets of machines. The first set of machines

is commodity hardware whereas the second set lies in the category of high

performance.

The first set, which we will refer to as 1GBPS setup, is consisted of dual

socket CPU AMD Opteron 1.6GHz servers with 2GB memory connected

over a 1-Gbps switched Ethernet network using Jumbo (9000-byte) frames.

Each server runs Linux Redhat Enterprise 5 with kernel version 2.6.18 and is

equipped with three 500-GB Western Digital WD5001AALS-00L3B2 SATA-

II disks, in addition to their system disk connected to a PCI-X adaptec SATA

controller. Two of these disks are organized as a RAID-0 array using the

Linux md driver and are used to store the data replicas in all systems. The

third disk is used as a commit log in the case of HDFS-ZKRL. The RAID-

0 array measured with the dd tool for raw sequential write IO reaches a

throughput of 186 MB/sec whereas the commit log disk reaches 60 MB/sec.

In our experiments we use the xfs filesystem on top of these disks, with

nobarrier option enabled and block allocation size of 512MB. We run iozone

benchmark on top of RAID-0 array and the commit log disks for sequential

write workload, writing a 8GB file in records of 64KB issuing a sync operation

before file close. With this setup we measured a throughput of 181 MB/sec

for the RAID-0 array and 56 MB/sec for the commit log. Each server is

equipped with two 1-Gbps network interface controllers (NICs) based on

35
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the Tigon3 chipset with checksum offload enabled. We use both NICs –one

sending and another receiving data— to achieve a maximum full-duplex rate

of 107MB/s measured using iperf or 104.5 MB/sec measured using ttcp [33].

We chose this configuration to compensate for a performance hit when using

a single NIC in full-duplex mode in our servers (limited at about 80MB/s).

The second set of machines, which will refer to as 10GBPS setup, are

dual socket CPU quad-core Xeon Servers running at 2.26GHz with hyper-

threading technology (resulting in 16 logical cores), 12GB of main memory

and are connected over a 10Gbps switched network. Each server has a 10Gbps

intel card with jumbo frames enabled that measured with ttcp gives a per-

formance of 1117 MB/sec. The disks are the same used in the the first set

connected to the on-board SATA controller. Each Xeon Server runs Cen-

tos 5.5 with 2.6.18-164.el5 Linux kernel. The md RAID-0 array measured

with dd tool for raw sequential write IO gives a performance of 164 MB/sec

whereas the commit log disk gives 82 MB/sec. In our experiments we use

again the xfs file-system mounted with the same parameters as in the pre-

vious set. Measured with file-system benchmark iozone, for sequential write

of a 24GB file written in records of 64 KB including a sync operation before

file close, RAID-0 array gives 157 MB/sec whereas the commit log disk gives

78 MB/sec.

For ZKRL we use a custom java client application based on the zookeeper

client middleware that appends to a log file. For HDFS evaluation we use the

standard DFSIO [3] benchmark that tests the I/O performance of HDFS. It

does this by using a MapReduce job as a convenient way to read or write

files in parallel. Each file is read or written in a separate map task, and

the output of the map is used for collecting statistics relating to the file just

processed. The statistics are accumulated in the reduce phase, to produce a

summary. In our evaluation we run DFSIO write benchmark for one file.

In HDFS experiments we evaluate hdfs-crc, hdfs-nocrc and hdfs-zkrl.

Hdfs-crc is the unmodified HDFS, hdfs-nocrc is HDFS with crc disabled;

for each block file a crc file is created of zero length. Hdfs-zkrl comes from

the integration of HDFS with ZKRL as we described in chapter 4 and does

not keep crc as hdfs-nocrc. The replication factor of hdfs-crc and hdfs-nocrc
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is 3 and for hdfs-zkrl is 1 but the block is replicated to a ZKRL cell of size 3.

5.1 Performance of ZKRL

5.1.1 Write Performance

We deployed ZKRL in 1GBPS setup for the following experiments. In our

first experiment we measure ZKRL write throughput under various proposal

sizes with a quorum of size three. In this experiment ZKRL client creates

a log file and appends a 100MB file for 1KB proposals, 800MB file for 8KB

proposals and 8GB file for 64KB, 128KB 256KB and 512KB proposal. ZKRL

syncs proposals to disk and followers reply with an ack message to ZKRL

leader when the number of proposals reach a threshold T or instructed from

the client to force sync. We call the T parameter as group commit window

size. The leader window refers to outstanding proposals, i.e. proposals for

which the leader has not yet received an ack message of the majority. The

size of the leader window after which the ZKRL leader stalls the client equals

two times the group commit window size. The group commit window is 1500

for proposal sizes 1KB, 8KB, 64KB and 128KB, 1200 for 256KB and 800 for

512KB.

Figure 5.1 depicts the overall throughput in terms of MB/sec bandwidth

(left vertical axis) and operations per second or IOPS (right vertical axis).

Reported figures are averages over five runs. Small proposal sizes (1KB) fea-

ture high IOPS, low bandwidth, and a saturated CPU around 180% (out of

200) due to the high per-I/O overhead. As the proposal size increases we ob-

serve an increase of throughput reaching a plateau of about 95 MB/sec after

a proposal size of 64KB with a corresponding decrease in CPU utilization

around 173%.

In the second experiment that is depicted in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3

we measure response time and throughput, for variable leader window size,

for ZKRL quorum size of 3 and proposal size of 64KB. Response time is

measured as the time gap between a client request and the arrival of the ack

message from the leader. In Figure 5.2 we have the full ZKRL system where
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Figure 5.1: ZKRL throughput with variable proposal sizes.

in Figure 5.3 we have ZKRL mem, that is the ZKRL system without any disk

interaction. The group commit window size is half the leader window size.

As we can see for ZKRL sync with leader window of size 2 we have a response

time of 19,2 msec, a throughput around 9 MB/sec and low CPU utilization.

As the leader window increases the response time, throughput and CPU

utilization increases. The size for which we have the minimum response time

(283 msec) with the maximum throughput (86 MB/sec) is for leader window

600. After that value as the leader window increases the overall throughput

slightly increases around 3 MB/sec and the response time reaches from 500

msec up to 950 msec for 3000 window. In ZKRL mem we measure a response

time of 4,8 msec for leader window 2 and for leader window 200 we reach

throughput of 96MB/sec for the minimum possible response time of 78 msec.

To identify the impact of different ZKRL components (memory-only vs.

full-path) and quorum sizes on performance, we compare 8 different ZKRL

configurations: ZKRL-memory and ZKRL-sync at quorum sizes 1, 2, 3, 5,

respectively. In ZKRL-memory nothing is written to disk whereas ZKRL-
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Figure 5.2: ZKRL sync response time and throughput for variable leader

window size.

sync represents the full ZKRL system. The client has identical behavior to

the previous experiment appending 8GB of data to the log in 64KB proposals

with a sync operation issued every 1500 proposals.

Looking at quorum size 1 in the memory-only configuration of Figure

5.4 we see that ZKRL is able to saturate the network link consuming 75%

of total CPU. The full ZKRL path in the same quorum gives slightly less

throughput (106MB/s) at 147% of total CPU. We were able to achieve com-

parable throughput in the latter case only after decoupling the write and

sync activities in SyncRP as described in Section 3.4.3. Without this de-

coupling the observed throughput drops to about 88 MB/sec. The original

Zookeeper syncs to disc when the number of dirty requests reach a threshold

or the SyncRP thread becomes idle causing uncoordinated sync operations

between the nodes. For synchronization of sync operation between the nodes

we altered this algorithm so each node syncs only after it reaches a minimum

configurable number of proposals. Clients through a special message can ex-

plicitly issue a sync operation. A quorum size of 2 yields a throughput of
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Figure 5.3: ZKRL mem response time and throughput for variable leader

window size.

98MB/s (memory) and 93MB/s (disk) for a total CPU consumption of 135%

and 185% respectively.

Finally for quorum size 3 and 5 ZKRL is able to maintain its aggregate

throughput to a nearly steady level. CPU load on the leader increases across

configurations but remains nearly constant within a given configuration as

quorum size grows. This is because the incremental overhead at the leader

for every additional follower is low, a key benefit of the chained replication

pattern of ZKRL.

In the next experiments we deployed ZKRL in 10GBPS setup and we

performed the ZKRL mem/disk experiment for quorum sizes 1, 2 and 3

respectively. The client creates and appends a log of 24GB in proposals of

64KB.

In Figure 5.5 we repeated the ZKRL mem/disk experiment for quorum

sizes of 1 2 and 3 respectively. As we can see for quorum size 1 ZKRL mem

saturates the network link reaching throughput 1102,4 MB/sec at 192% (out

of 1600) aggregate CPU load at the leader. For ZKRL mem and quorum

size 2 we reach a throughput of 827MB/sec with CPU load of 277%. The
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Figure 5.4: ZKRL throughput under different system configurations.

observation we make from this setup is that the FFQSender thread is sat-

urated, because in the above setup it’s core is at 95% (out of 100%) load.

The parallelization of the FFQSender thread will benefit ZKRL scalability

but must be designed in order not to violate the FIFO property which is

essential for protocol correctness.

In ZKRL/mem quorum 3 setup we initially observed that the FFQRouter

thread of the middle follower in the chain is saturated. The FFQRouter

thread is responsible for receiving and sending messages through the chain.

We observe one core at 100% CPU load and a performance of about 500

MB/sec. We parallelized the FFQRouter thread into FFQRouterReceiver

and FFQRouterSender without violating the FIFO property. This gave as a

performance of about 767 MB/sec with CPU load of 336%.

For the ZKRL disk setups we again issue a sync operation after 1500

proposals. As we can see in these setups the disk bounds the systems per-

formance reaching a plateau of 125 MB/sec with CPU load around 145%.
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Figure 5.5: ZKRL mem/disk for quorum sizes of 1 2 and 3 respectively for

10Gbps network.

5.1.2 Read Performance

In this set of experiments we evaluated ZKRL read performance. Client

creates a 8GB log and then reads it sequential. Client requests each 64KB

znode forming its name by concatenating znode’s filename and proposal num-

ber (derived from the integral part of the division of offset by proposal size).

The server from which reads are done measured with dd for raw sequential

read IO gives 166MB/sec whereas iozone benchmark for serial read gives a

performance of 158,92 MB/sec. In 1GBPS setup, we saturate the network

link as the read performance of ZKRL reaches 111 MB/sec with CPU load

of 144% (out of 200) with one core at 95% load. In the 10GBPS setup we

measured performance of 158,48 MB/sec with CPU load of 114% (out of

1600) with one core at 96% CPU load.
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5.2 Recovery of ZKRL

The time of system unavailability during failure depends on the position of

the failed node in the chain. If the failed follower is at the end of the chain

recovery time is minimal because no message is lost and the system still

passes new proposals (however the recovered node will have to receive all

state that it missed in order to be reincorporated in the chain). If the failed

node is the first node upstream in the chain it will block quorum progress

(majority lost) and force the entire team to resynchronize with the leader,

which is essentially equivalent to running leader election. If no proposals

were lost, there will be minimal synchronization time between nodes. In this

set of experiments we used a single NIC for sending and receiving data (at a

peak throughput of about 80MB/sec measured via ttcp).

We examine two corner case scenarios during which a client writes at full

speed. In the first scenario we have a quorum organized in the chain L -

F1 - F2 - F3 - F4. The crash of follower F1 causes the loss of messages

that F1 did not yet propagate further down the chain, mainly PROPOSAL

and COMMIT messages. The leader’s FFQSender will detect F1’s failure

(through TCP) and will bypass it forwarding messages to F2. When the

leader realizes F1’s failure (through heartbeats) it removes F1 from the rout-

ing table so future FFQ messages will not include it in their address vector.

Follower F2 will receive messages out of order and thus (the FFQConsumer

thread) will detect that the system has entered in an inconsistent state. The

FFQRouter thread continues to propagate messages further down the chain.

The same process takes place in F3 and F4 and they also restart themselves.

When the leader detects that it has lost majority it also restarts itself, with

the whole system entering leader election.

The current leader will be re-elected since it has been accepting requests

and logging them to disk during the failure detection period, becoming the

node that has seen the highest zxid. After re-election, it will start the syn-

chronization phase sending to each follower the proposals it has missed. Our

measurements show that F2, F3 and F4 detecting the out-of-order message

to restarting and be detected by the leader as failed varies between 350 to
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750 msec. When F2 detects that it has entered into an inconsistent state it

updates a flag to indicate to all of its threads to shut down. So the above time

gap includes the notification time and the time of shutting down the system.

The leader’s own restart plus the election round lasts about 1.7sec. During

the synchronization phase each follower will have to sent about 200 proposals

of 770KB each. The total state to be transferred through the chain is thus

around 450 MB (each follower receives separately 200 proposals) lasting 6.5

sec for an aggregate throughput of about 72MB/sec with a peak network

bandwidth of 80MB/sec since we use one NIC for sending and receiving data

in this experiment. The total system downtime is 8.5sec. The current client

implementation does not handle seamless failover to the new leader, so it

simply exits. As we can see in this scenario a node failure that is near the

leader causes a full system restart which is expensive in terms of downtime.

In the second scenario we have the same setup except that now we inject

a crash of F3. In this case only F4 receives proposals out of order so there

is a majority that continues to pass new proposals. The only penalty is

the state transfer time to follower F4 during which period new proposals

are stalled. The failure detection time varies from 147ms to 400ms and the

synchronization lasts about 5.6 sec (35MB/sec). This time includes passing

of lost proposals and the wait time in the FFQ for passing preceding proposals

to F1 and F2 before the failure.

5.3 Performance of HDFS-ZKRL

5.3.1 HDFS Write Performance

In this set of experiments we evaluated vanilla HDFS (hdfs-crc), HDFS with

CRCs disabled (hdfs-nocrc), and HDFS-ZKRL (hdfs-zkrl) in the first set of

machines running DFSIO write benchmark. The set of experiments for hdfs-

crc and hdfs-nocrc consists of two different setups (we use the notation (c,

d) to refer to the number of clients (c) and datanodes (d): (1, 3) and (2,

6). All setups involve a single namenode. The client in these experiments is

appending to a file with replication factor set to three. For hdfs-zkrl we used
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the following setups (here we use the notation (c, lxn) to refer to the number

of clients (c) and cells (l), each cell consisting of r nodes): (1, 1x3), (2, 2x3).

The HDFS replication factor in the case of hdfs-zkrl is set to one (but each

block is replicated three times within each cell).

Unmodified HDFS client middleware throttles by default when the sum

of queued hdfs packets, that is packets that have been queued to sent, and

packets that have been sent to the Datanode but not yet acked, reaches the

value of 80. This value in the version 0.21.1 of hdfs is hardcoded and cannot

be changed for networks with high throughput and high latency. For hdfs-

crc, hdfs-nocrc and hdfs-zkrl we increased this value to 600. This values

corresponds for hdfs-zkrl performance as depicted in Figure 5.2 to a leader

window a little lower than 600. Finally in hdfs-zkrl we issue a sync operation

after 300 proposals (each hdfs packet act as a proposal) except in the case

where we receive the last packet of the block where a commit operation is

forced. In all setups DFSIO creates a file and writes 8GB of data into it.

The write packet size is always 64KB.

Figure 5.6 shows that unmodified HDFS reaches a throughput of about

75 MB/sec spending about half of the available CPU capacity (total of 200%).

HDFS without CRCs shows slightly improved throughput and CPU usage.

Hdfs-zkrl reaches a throughput of about 78,4MB/s at CPU usage of 170%.

An explanation for the increased CPU in the case of HDFS-ZKRL lies in

its co-location of HDFS and ZKRL code, ZKRL’s complex data path (with

additional tasks such as AckRP), the extra messages in hdfs-zkrl’s write path

(COMMIT messages), tree processing, and its failure detection mechanisms.

As we observe, none of the three systems reach saturation of any hardware

resource of CPU, disk or network bandwidth. Client stops writing every

64MB and contacts the Namenode in order to allocate a new block creating

thus small gaps in the data path. For this reason we decided to pull the

Namenode out of the datapath so we increased block size to 8GB which

turns maps a 8GB file to a single block allocation, completely eliminating

namenode accesses besides the initial look up.

As we can see from figure 5.7 hdfs-zkrl reaches around 85MB/sec with

CPU load of 176% (out of 200%), deducing in this case that we are CPU
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bound. On the other hand, hdfs-crc reaches 79 MB/sec whereas hdfs-nocrc

reaches 86 MB/sec. From these we can see that the write of the CRC on

disk slightly affects performance. However hdfs nor hdfs-nocrc reaches its

hardware limitations. From further experiments we observed that hdfs-nocrc

with replication 1 saturates network link. Continuing, we removed disk from

hdfs-nocrc data path, that means hdfs packets are only mirrored to the next

node, nothing is written to disk. In this case hdfs-nocrc with replication 3

reaches network speed, 104 MB/sec.

Hdfs uses in each datanode one thread (BlockReceiver) for sending data

to the next node and then writing them to disk without issuing any sync to

disk operation. We observed that the block receiver thread periodically waits

for a write to disk operation, when the buffer cache is full, in different random

times in each datanode causing small bubbles in the pipeline degrading thus

overall performance.

Figure 5.6: Write throughput and CPU for (1, 3) and (1, 1x3) and block

size of 64MB

When going to two clients in the case of the (2, 6) and (2, 2x3) setups
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Figure 5.7: Write throughput and CPU for (1, 3) and (1, 1x3) and block

size of 8192MB.

(Figure 5.8), we see that the aggregate throughput of the system for two

clients is about 30% higher compared to the throughput with one client. With

6 datanodes one could hypothesize that two independent streams would be

paralleled by the namenode and thus observe an increase of the aggregate

throughput in comparison to the first setup by up to an order of two. How-

ever this does not happen. Our explanation for this (which we validated by

analyzing traces of namenode actions over the experiments) when the na-

menode configures replica groups for consecutive-block allocations, it seems

to be oblivious of the fact that the blocks may be concurrently be written

and thus often allocates them on overlapping replica groups (sharing one,

two, or sometimes three nodes).

More specifically, our experiment of the (2, 6) hdfs-crc/nocrcs setup

showed that 23% of the blocks had no collisions, whereas 35%, 36%, and

6% of concurrent writes where to replica groups sharing one, two, and three

datanodes respectively. This explains why the aggregate throughput is not
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Figure 5.8: Write throughput/CPU for (2, 6), (2, 2x3) setups.

doubled in this case. In 59% of all hdfs-zkrl concurrent writes, blocks went

to independent replica groups whereas 41% went to the same ZKRL cell.

In the following set of experiments we run again DFSIO benchmark for a

24GB file in the second set of machines. DFSIO and the Namenode run on

the same machine.

Again we can see the same behavior for hdfs-crc and hdfs-nocrc. Block-

Receiver thread periodically freezes stopping thus the entire pipeline and

dropping performance at around 100MB/sec with CPU load of 53% (out of

1600) for hdfs-crc and 49% (out of 1600) for hdfs-nocrc. Hdfs-zkrl reaches a

throughput of 110 MB/sec with a CPU load of 160% (out of 1600). Again

hdfs-zkrl syncs every 300 proposals.

5.3.2 HDFS Read Performance

In this experiments we evaluated hdfs crc, hdfs nocrc and hdfs zkrl read

performance. In 1GBPS setup we run DFSIO read benchmark. An 8GB file

is read sequentially and every request is served by the same datanode. As
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Figure 5.9: Hdfs-crc, hdfs-nocrcs and hdfs-zkrl write performance for 64MB

block size in 10Gbps network

shown in Figure 5.10 hdfs read path saturates 1 Gbps link (102 MB/sec).

As we can see the extra stage in hdfs-zkrl with the additional look up in the

zk tree does not affect performance. For the three setups we observe one core

at 95% load.

We repeated the same experiment for the 10GBPS setup, as shown in

Figure 5.11, running again DFSIO read benchmark. Hdfs-crc gives a per-

formance of about 141 MB/sec whereas hdfs-nocrc and hdfs-zkrl reach 157

MB/sec again with one core in the three setups at 95% load. The slight drop

of performance in hdfs-crc is due to reading except from the block file the

crc file. This difference in performance arise as we reach disk’s speed in the

10GBPS setup.
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Figure 5.10: Read performance of hdfs-crc, hdfs-nocrc and hdfs-zkrl for

1Gbps network.
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Figure 5.11: Read performance of hdfs-crc, hdfs-nocrc and hdfs-zkrl for

10Gbps network.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

In this study we presented ZKRL, a scalable storage service for keeping repli-

cated logs consistent among a set of servers. ZKRL can be used either stan-

dalone as the storage layer of an application or as a software core for the

rapid design of more complex storage infrastructures. Our evaluation has

shown that ZKRL can achieve performance close to peak I/O (network or

disk) capabilities when appending to replicated logs over 1-Gbps and 10-Gbps

networks. The use of ZKRL as a component integrated into HDFS strength-

ens HDFS’s semantics without degrading its performance. The trade-off for

achieving this is the increased CPU load compared to unmodified HDFS in

1Gbps (35%) and in 10 Gbps (6%) networks. This transformation makes

HDFS applicable for a wider range of applications.

There are a number of interesting issues that are subject to further re-

search. Regarding ZKRL, follower failures inside the chain may result in

large system downtime whereas in the tree topology the system remains un-

affected from follower failures as long as a majority of followers are alive. In

this direction a mechanism could be introduced for retransmission of recent

lost proposals so the need for system restarts is diminished. Also as we have

shown in ZKRL evaluation over 10Gbps networks the FIFO property (which

is necessary for protocol correctness) limits parallelism. Exploiting ways to

increase parallelism in ZAB protocol is one way to improve performance.

HDFS forbids concurrent access to the same file for write operations. We

have altered HDFS for this purpose and performed preliminary evaluations.
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However more work remains to be done. Finally in HDFS the client can

explicitly decide about the replication factor of a file. The namenode will

choose a replica group of the appropriate number of datanode servers, which

it will report to the client. In hdfs-zkrl, ZKRL cells are preconfigured, so

the replication factor of a file cannot be decided dynamically. An alternative

architecture allowing for ZKRL cells with different number of quorum sizes

can be exploited to provide the same flexibility to applications.
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